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Jenn Goff is absolutely wonderful. She is helpful, insightful and incredibly intelligent. I learned a great deal from
her class and from her as a professional. She is fair, high energy and reasonable. The harder you work the more
you will get out of her class. Come ready to work and you will be rewarded with an "A" as well as a great
experience.
This class was great. I learned a ton and enjoyed it. She was fantastic. She taught me a lot and made it fun.
Working as a group made it more fun. The readings helped so much.
Best darn acting class EVER
Very good class. You made me respect acting.
I really enjoyed your class! I learned a lot. You made everything clear. You wanted to share your passion for
theater with us. Group interaction was helpful. You helped me a lot. We learned a lot of different things &
about many plays.
Taking this course made me happy I had the chance to have you as an instructor. Thank you.
Very good course, I learned quite a bit! Well organized, carefully planned. Very high [enthusiasm], made the
course exciting. Covered it all well from A‐Z. Strong, good course taught by a fair teacher.
The professor was extremely knowledgeable and very enthusiastic.
I absolutely LOVED this classs! Jen was always very enthusiastic, especially with our wamr up games. Jen wa an
awesome teacher! I loved having her for this class.
Well organized, presented and illustrated. She was very excited, enthused and encouraging. She encouraged our
ideas. She was always available for me. Master knowledge of subject. I always knew what was expected for the
course and of me. Material helped my growth. Workload was fair. I love Jen Goff. She is excellent.
Excellent Class. I learned so much. Everyhing was very clear when things needed to be complete.

